
PTT MOBILE 
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TRBOnet PLUS
Standalone PoC Systems

* A control station may be required. Please contact your sales rep 
for more information

Stay Connected Wherever You Are
TRBOnet Mobile Client is a feature-rich Push-To-Talk (PTT) mobile application for Android and iOS devices that 
extends your radio network to smartphones and tablets. The dispatcher console will treat this device as a 
regular two-way radio, which means that it can be a part of a talk group, it can send and receive text messages 
and report its location. PTT mobile apps can be added to any MOTOTRBO or DIMETRA Express network or can 
work as a standalone PTT over Cellular (PoC) system.

PoC SystemMobile Client with MOTOTRBO
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For Sales & Support please contact your local TRBOnet dealer or visit 
www.trbonet.com for a complete list of dealers in your region.
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FEATURES
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BENEFITS
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RUGGED DEVICES

Group and private calls  

Emergency calls 

Text messages

Dispatcher intercom

Online location and maps

Job Ticketing

Indoor location

Request To Talk

High latency tolerant

File transfer 

Voice recording

Multi-channel monitoring

Configurable Remote Monitor

Remaining battery life 

Contact favourites

Night mode

Integration with MOTOTRBO or 
DIMETRA Express systems

Instant communication over 
cellular networks

Low deployment cost; the app 
uses existing networks

The app can run on a regular 
smartphone or tablet or 
Android-based devices* with 
dedicated hardware buttons

Local server or cloud-based

Can be used without radio 
infrastructure

Configurable talk groups for PTT 
mobile app users

The device can be forced to 
listen to set channels

Safety features can be 
activated by the dispatcher

Full duplex private calls 

Android 4.4.1 or newer

iOS 10 or newer

* Visit trbonet.com for the actual 
list of supported devices

Geofencing Route history

Man Down Pre-alarm 
notifications

Shake 
Detection

No Movement


